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The interior of Sasono Hondrowino .
This hall is often used for receptions and performances .
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. Plate with the
present ruler's
portrait ;
b . Wine cooler ;
c. Saucers, bowls and
dishes decorated with
the court's emblem .











Parasdyo used as a point
of departure for the yearly
procession of the first day
of Suro, 1" (Javanese New
Year). Abdidalem and
princes gather here,
carrying several of the
court's sacred, decorated
heirlooms, or pusoko,
to be displayed in public .
Sasono Parasdyo
Sasono Parasdyo is the priaggitwr of Pcrnlopo
Agcng Sasono Sewoko. Usually a pciulopo has, at
the side which leads to its inner sections, a
somewhat enclosed transitional area . It often has
the form of a small terrace at the top of some
steps, in front of the decorated doors that lead
inside . here often a selected number of guests,
often the house-owners' closest friends or
relatives are entertained . This is where the
gamelan is placed on the occasion of certain
ceremonies, like the ritual performance of
Wayaiig kulit* 'The dhalrnrg, puppeteer, in lmnt
of the kelir or screen faces the priuggilan's
doors. These would be opened widely, but not
quite visible, closed off as they are by the
elongated kelir, which functions as the stage for
the performance . In a traditional setting the
women guests would he sitting inside, facing
the shadow-side of the performance .
At the pringgitaii of Pendopo Ageng is an
elegant small table with a few chairs . Shnihrnr
would sit here in sineii'oko, receiving guests on
certain occasions, or watch the bedltoyo dancers
performing in the center of Penelopo
Agcng
.
Sometimes his sons and daughters would sit
here to study, and some of the more intimate
family gatherings would also take place here .
Dalem Ageng Probo Suyoso
On the other side of the doors of pringgitan is
the sacred, innermost part of the karaton,
DalemAgengProbosuyoso . Here the regalia and
other sacred objects are kept and cared for, all
neatly stacked in separate chambers
. Oriented
to the south, it is the main building of the
karaton, situated at its center. It is the
prerogative of the ruler to be here, but it is also
part of his residence
. Only close relatives who
meet certain conditions, like most of his
daughters can enter, but only if they wear the
traditional costume dodot alit and the
protective sash, samir, and not when they are
`impure' (or happen to have their periods) .
Once a year the forbidding doors to the
Dalem Ageng
are opened widely, during the
preparations
Ieor the celebration of the Javanese
New Year, an auspicious occasion called I Suro.
On this evening many of the regalia are brought
out 1'rom the 1)alen, Agcng. Adorned with
strings of small, li •agrant white Bowers, inclathi,
the pusoko or heirloom are carried by the
princes of the realm and presented to the city's
population in a long and impressive procession .
Parading some of the sacred heirlooms around
the city is considered to bring about further
prosperity, safety, and a sense of harmony to
the realm in the year to come . "This is therefore
not only an occasion to actually see sonic of
the karaton's pusoko (sacred heirlooms), but it
also gives us a rare opportunity to peek inside
llalenr Agcog Probosuyoso, albeit for n moment
Below:
The Pringgitan area
Sasono Parasdyo in front
of the innermost part of
the
Karaton, Dalem Ageng.
Besides the gilded doors
and traditional roof
this area is dominated











Dalern Ageng Probosuyoso .
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